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McKinley Park
Small in Size but a Welcome Addition in Kewanee’s Southeast Corner
At the turn of the 20th century, Kewanee began
growing to the southeast, east of Main and south of
Prospect. Various developers began platting and selling lots in places like Ree’s Addition, Morton Place
Addition, and McKinley Place Addition. Soon, lots
were being purchased, house built, and neighborhoods developed.

Then, in 1916, Hiram T. Lay, obtained all unsold

By the middle of the next decade, the area was
teeming with growth. But the McKinley Place Addition, further from the city center, was developing a
little more slowly.
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lots in McKinley Place from the Lay & Lyman
company.
H. T. Lay, retired by that time, had co-founded
the “5 or 8” department store in the middle of the
1860s. (The name of the store came from its location on Tremont St., five doors from one end of the
block and eight doors from the other.) Lay, his partner Elias Lyman, and their descendants grew the
enterprise into the largest department store in
Kewanee. Operating under various
names using the
surnames Lyman
and Lay until 1924
when it was sold
and became Kewanee Dry Goods,
still the city’s largest store until it
burned in the devastating 1942 Kewanee fire.
Soon, Lay was
vigorously advertising the remaining lots available in
McKinley Place.
In May 1916, Lay announced that he was deeding
a block in the McKinley Place Addition, bounded by
Roosevelt, Vine, William, and George, and 220 ft. by
300 ft. in size, to the city to be used as a park. The
city accepted the donation, and soon began making
plans for the park’s development. Mayor B. F. Baker
said: “Small parks, easily accessible, are often of greater
service to a community than larger parks which cannot
be easily reached. This park comes as an expression of
public spirit from its donor and as such it is gratefully
received.”

After the United States entered World War I, the
Bureau of Education in the
Wilson Administration formed the United States School
Garden Army to encourage
gardening among school
children in the hope of preventing any food scarcity.
By March 1918, 1000
Kewanee school children
joined the army. The city
council donated all
of McKinley Park
for use as gardens,
and other organizations similarly donated garden plots
large and small.
McKinley Park was
divided into small,
individual gardens
to be given to individual children gardeners.
W. F. Huston,
Central School principal, estimated that
his students working
at McKinley Park
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would plant 5,700 ft. of potatoes, 2,000 ft. of
sweet corn, 1,000 ft. of snap bush beans, 600
ft. of dwarf peas and many tomatoes.
After the war ended, development plans
proceeded. The block would be graded
and seeded, trees would be planted, and
otherwise put in shape for public use.
In 1926, E. E. Baker proposed to fund
a wading pool and a playground. But near-
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by homeowners petitioned the city council to refuse the offer, fearing an influx of children
from other parts of the city. Apparently, the
city council agreed. Still, the park saw sandlot baseball and other activities.
Nevertheless, McKinley Park has
served the neighborhood over the years
and is still a beautiful, small park used by
Kewaneeans.
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